
Welcome to Haptology!

This is a house of Hapling - Real-time haptic feedback and gesture recognition controller. Wireless,

ergonomic RING for gaming, shopping, skipping, pushing – whatever you fancy :)

Haptology uniqueness consists of double modality for Immersive Presence Interface; gesture and

tactile control. Both, allow users to interact with digital content in a natural and seamless way, that no

existing passive controller, whether hand-sized nor fitted to fingertip, provided till now.

Almost two years down the road. It’s been a ride, lock-down, insufficiencies on the electronic

components market but among all these troubles - this year we celebrated our first product sale and

it's just a beginning. Come - JOIN US, and feel the real experience in the most technological start-up in

Poland.

We are looking for:

Looking for a senior software engineer who can contribute to the core SDK effort in the SDK and

Developer Tools team. As a Senior Programmer, you will have a fantastic opportunity to design and

develop a range of software features dedicated to our haptic tech. You gain exposure to multiple

platforms, agile methodologies and enjoy an open working environment.

Experience developing software in multiple languages (C++/C#) across multiple operating systems

and CPU architectures would be a significant strength. Qualified candidates need to be a self-starter

and able to operate in a highly dynamic environment.

Responsibilities :

Design and development of SDK-level software components that impacts content development and

enhanced the User Experience. Act as interface between SDK and Software Platforms to help

implement those APIs.

Work with technical leads of embedded software for iterating SDK requirements, architectures and

trade-offs for the overall product offering for content developers.

Qualifications:

Excellent coding and software development skills - modern C++ (11 or newer) or C#

COMMERCIAL EXPERIENCE in Software Development (+7 years)

Strong competencies in data structures, algorithms and software design (CI/CD)

You have extensive knowledge of various concepts related to software design and architecture.

Experience in software development for hardware manufacturing is a plus

Comfortable with different operating systems

Familiarity with software build tools, issue tracking and Git is beneficial

Communicative, energetic and ready to own challenges outside of your comfort zone

We offer:

Stable employment (full-time).



Flexible working hours.

Remote working (occasional/optional).

Development and training opportunities.

Ability to implement own ideas and solutions.

Great atmosphere.

Friendly and supportive company culture.

Being part of a highly motivated, international team and working with the newest HAPTIC

technologies.

The administrator of personal data is Haptology Sp. z o. o.

Inquiries or requests related to the processing of personal data by Haptology Sp. z o.o. for recruitment

purposes, please contact us at: contact@haptology.com

(personal data processing policy)

mailto:contact@haptology.com
https://haptology.com/wp-content/uploads/2022/01/RecruitDataProcessing.pdf

